Stroke Sequences for Being a Reader 1e, Handwriting Practice

Capital Letters

T: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top and cross.
I: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top and cross. Lift. Down to the bottom and cross.
L: Pull down straight and slide.
-------
H: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top and over. Pull down straight. Lift. Go to the middle and slide.
F: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top and slide. Lift. Go to the middle and slide. Stop short.
E: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top and slide. Lift. Go to the middle and slide. Stop short. Lift. Down to the bottom and slide.
-------
C: Pull back, around.
O: Pull back, all the way around.
Q: Pull back, all the way around. Lift. Go to the middle, pull down to the side.
G: Pull back, around. Slide back.
-------
U: Pull down straight and curve around. Push up.
N: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top, slant down. Push up.
M: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top. Slant down, slant up. Pull down straight.
K: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top and over. Slant in, slant out.
-------
V: Slant down, slant up.
W: Slant down, slant up. Slant down, slant up.
X: Slant down. Lift. Up to the top, slant back.
Y: Slant down to the middle. Lift. Up to the top and over. Slant back to the middle. Pull down straight.
-------
A: Slant back. Lift. Up to the top, slant down. Lift. Go to the middle and slide.
-------
D: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top, curve down to the bottom.
P: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top, curve down to the middle.
B: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top. Curve down to the middle, curve down to the bottom.
R: Pull down straight. Lift. Up to the top. Curve down to the middle, pull down to the side.
-------
S: Pull back, snake around, curve back.
?: Curve down to the middle. Pull down straight and dot.
**Lowercase Letters**

c: Pull back, around.
o: Pull back, all the way around.
s: Pull back, snake around, curve back.
--------
v: Slant down, slant up.
w: Slant down, slant up. Slant down, slant up.
x: Slant down. Lift. Up and slant back.
z: Slide. Slant back. Slide.
--------
l: Pull down straight.
t: Pull down straight. Lift. Go to the middle and cross.
i: Pull down straight. Lift. Up and dot.
u: Pull down straight and curve around. Push up. Pull down straight.
--------
r: Pull down straight. Push up and curve.
n: Pull down straight. Push up and curve, pull down straight.
m: Pull down straight. Push up and curve, pull down straight. Push up and curve, pull down straight.
--------
h: Pull down straight. Push up to the middle. Curve and pull down straight.
b: Pull down straight. Push up to the middle. Curve down to the bottom.
k: Pull down straight. Lift. Go to the middle and over. Slant in, slant out.
--------
a: Pull back, around. Push up. Pull down straight.
d: Pull back, around. Push all the way up. Pull down straight.
e: Slide. Pull back, around.
f: Pull back and pull down straight. Lift. Go to the middle and cross.
--------
p: Pull down straight below the line. Push up and curve down. (If necessary, specify that students should curve down to the bottom line.)
j: Pull down straight below the line. Curve back. Lift. Up and dot.
g: Pull back, around. Push up. Pull down straight below the line, curve back.
--------
y: Slant down. Lift. Up and over, slant back below the line.
g: Pull back, around. Push up. Pull down straight below the line, curve around.
Punctuation:
!: Pull down straight and dot.